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Abstract

Since the smart contracts’ first formal and complete approach by the Ethereum protocol, a

universe of applications were under scrutiny to tackle real-world use cases. However, this

potential is limited by important problems that the emerging industry must solve to improve

its expansion.

This article shows problems that are fundamentally hard to solve for any smart contract

party by itself, but can be sorted with standardization. The problems addressed here are:

software bugs together with unfamiliarity towards limitations as business’ concern and high

decision making and mental transaction costs as customers’, while both carry high

bargaining costs.

What the Verifiable Standardized Smart Contracts aims to achieve is to improve more use

case viability through standardized contracts that should be certified with as little trust as

possible, providing a better solution for both commercial and technical aspects.
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1 Introduction

From it’s idea conception of smart contracts by Szabo up to the Ethereum’s

realisation, these promised a new rule set for facing trustless, transparent, censorship

resistant and secure agreements. Also, in contrast to Bitcoin’s protocol which uses a

Turing-incomplete programming language [1], fully-featured smart contracts can be

developed using a complete one [2] such as Solidity. Potentially, this allows a universe of

real-world use cases, such as mortgage, insurance, securities, land recording and many

others [9]. These use cases appear to be limited to categories related to the development

ecosystem, even though research and development are growing consistently over time [23].

This is noticeable as smart contracts are widely adopted in exchanges (i.e: swapping,

trading), token systems, ENS [3] and collectibles [4].

This article will address the problem’s root cause and propose a solution: the

Verifiable Standardized Smart Contracts (VSSC), smart contracts that easily verify it’s

following a certain open Standard Smart Contract (SSC) of its business. Those SSC could be

conceived as an ISO standard for smart contracts, and should address a similar procedure to

achieve more practical adoption.

2 The costs of universal adoption

The adoption of smart contracts for all-purpose uses addresses several problems that

some businesses cannot handle appropriately.

2.1 High bargaining costs

Without any competition, the bargaining costs are higher due to coordination

failures. To illustrate this, turn to the analysis of the Nash’s bargaining-by-demands game

[5]:
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Suppose that two parties have one dollar to divide, being the dollar the maximal

wealth attainable from exchange between two parties. For example, it can represent the value

a potential buyer pays for an object to its owner. The rules of the game are the following:

Each of the two parties, A and B, makes a demand, a and b. If the total demand is less or

equal than the available resources (i.e: ), then each party gets what it demands.𝑎 +  𝑏  ≤  1

Otherwise, both parties get zero payoff.

See that for any pair a, b of positive numbers such as , there is a Nash𝑎 +  𝑏  ≤  1

equilibrium with the respective payoffs a and b. Notice that this promotes an inefficient

usage of the total available resources (because the total sum can be lower than one, without

taking advantage of the surplus). Moreover, there is a Nash equilibrium at (a=b=1) which

results in a zero pay-off for both parties, the most inefficient outcome from the possible

scenarios.

Remarkably, introducing competition virtually eliminates the tendency to such

coordination failures.

For instance, suppose a game with two sellers and one buyer . Then, the𝑆
1
,  𝑆

2
𝐵

demands are coordinated if either or , giving ―as in any competitive𝑏 +  𝑠
1
 ≤ 1 𝑏 +  𝑠

2
 ≤ 1

market― the surplus to the buyer. In this new version, all the equilibria are efficient.

2.2. High customer mental transaction costs

The lack of accurate user interfaces of contractual information implies hidden actions

(i.e: contractual actions that aren’t revealed to the customer), and guarding customers

against hidden actions with a wider contractual detail for corner-cases could be both

insufficient and costly [6], and therefore raising the customer acquisition costs.

2.3 Costly Decision Making

As contracts aren’t standardized, the customer might have multiple completely

different code versions of a contract, with an apparently equal utility function on both. In
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addition with the already mentioned incomplete observation of the product’s attributes, this

means a lack of stimulus for expressing preferences. This cuts off the potential that smart

contracts have to reduce mental transaction costs [7].

For example, suppose having providers of insurance, each offering its own𝐴
1
,  ...,   𝐴

𝑛

smart contract respectively. Then, a consumer should compare its utility𝑆𝐶
1
,  ...,   𝑆𝐶

𝑛

maximization for all n contracts.

The problem is that, as long as the observation of any (and therefore, of all) contracts

is incomplete, the utility function has hidden benefits (or costs) associated.

2.4 Unfamiliarity of limitations

Companies need to familiarize themselves with the technology limitations in terms of

scalability, security and profitability to take investment decisions.

In addition, the risks associated with inefficient implementations to establish

industry standards are high [8].

2.5 Bugs

Smart contract development needs to be liable regarding software bugs to achieve

real-world implementations [9]. To do a proper analysis for preventing bugs that could cause

malfunction or vulnerabilities involves multiple challenges that are far from being resolved

[10]. Nowadays, there are many tools for analyzing potential security breaches and

malfunctions [11][12], but they aren't sufficient to provide reliability, and mostly can be

considered experimental [13] [14] [22]. Finally, this implies a new ‘quality control’ step on

top of the rest, the so-called security audits. But this creates two new problems: the

customer’s trust on those auditors (that are profitable through the contract owner) and the

high costs of renewing auditions in a reasonable amount of time (e.g: suppose a new bug is

discovered tomorrow for all contracts in a specific compiler version; does this affects your

contract?).
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Moreover, all of the bug-bounty programs that today are common for detecting these

types of issues can’t be as useful as for off-chain software, because any bug discovery implies

risks by allowing anonymous exploiting for a zero-day vulnerability until the contract falls

unused and replaced with a new one.

Finally, smart contracts will be more sophisticated in the long run, and are not only

capable of being a solution for automating contracts, but for fully creating undiscovered ones

under the new capabilities of the system [9].

3 Standardized smart contracts

To reduce the impact of these issues, the industry could follow open standards that

already eliminate or diminish the potential harmness.

To achieve that, we define a Standard Smart Contract (SSC) as a smart contract that

acts as a rule set for smart contract development. It should have:

● Well-defined terms: terms for both parties should be widely explained in a

user-friendly while accurate interface, including not just covered but uncovered

possible cases.

● Detailed and open security audits: security issues and audits must be open, and

technical implications should be communicated in natural language.

● Targeted use cases: previous to its creation, any standard should have a set of

business targets to improve adoption.

● Limitation measurement: the standard’s limitations in terms of both scalability and

case coverage should be measured.

● Deterministic computational costs: as these represent the network’s fees for using a

contract, the standard should give accurate computational cost estimations.

● Flexibility: standards should be malleable enough to admit parameterized or changed

businesses' implementations.
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3.1 Development

The development of SSCs should belong to an open, voluntary organization,

composed mainly by industry experts, and follow a development process similar to the ISO

standardization procedure [15].

Once released, the SSC would consist of two records stored on the blockchain: its

source code and its bytecode.

Additionally, the organization should promote coordination for implementations by

nature, standardizing frictionless updates. For instance, suppose that an SSC has a bug

resolved in a new version. Then, the organization should give instructions for migrating (see

for example the proxy-pattern implementation below) and detailed information about the

probleem’s impact to both parties of any implementation of the buggy SSC.

4 Verifiable Standardized Smart Contracts

Once having an SSC, we call a Verifiable Standardized Smart Contract (VSSC) a

smart contract which anyone can verify that it follows a specific SSC.

That means that any potential customer must be able to check the standardization of

the smart contract at any time. Therefore, he could consider all the standardized information

proportionated by the SSC it follows.

Notice that this is crucial to remove the “reasonableness” interpretation of standards

[9], guided by obscure or complex principles.

To define what “follow the standard” means, it's useful to clarify how SSC could be

implemented. There are two ways to achieve it.

4.1 Parameterization

We define a parametrization implementation as one that delegates the call (e.g: using

delegateCall() in Solidity) to a parameterized SSC.
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For example, suppose having a SSC defines the tuple of parameters

(PREMIUM_PRICE_GWEI, MAX_COMPENSATION_ETH, ORACLE_ADDRESS). Then, a

valid parameterization of this SSC could be a new implementation which uses

delegateCall(2634300, 10, 0x514910771af9ca65...).

This can be achieved by using a proxy contract [16], and it also encourages a better

adoption of updated standards.

Additionally, this methodology implies a user-friendly information about the

implementation details for free by giving all the predetermined parameters values over the

standard.

4.2 Code injection and subtraction

Code injection or subtractions are defined as implementations which extend or

reduce the standard functionality by cutting off code or adding new one. With an extended

version of the compiler, such as solc-verify [17], injections and subtractions from the SSC

could be achieved while following a predetermined set of rules set in annotations.

After doing an implementation, both source code and bytecode must be stored

on-chain for verification purposes. The process of validating the implementations’

correctness is detailed below.

4.3 Source verification process

To validate that any SSC implementation is correct, we need to verify its source code

relation with the bytecode stored on-chain. There are already platforms that do so, but

involving trust since they rely on centralized companies [18]. Also, there are many tools used

mostly by technical people to analyze transparency of a contract [19] [20]. The latter ones

could be useful to achieve this goal if using more user-friendly interfaces.
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The following is the definition of a process for doing a client-side (i.e: trustless)

computation to perform a source code verification.

Suppose we want to verify that a source of a bytecode contract BC is a source code

contract SRC.

1. Download the same compiler which produced the BC (written on the SRC).

2. Verify the compiler’s integrity using the respective public checksum.

3. Check if the SRC compiles to BC.

Notice that the process could be benefited by using an on-browser compiler, by using

a cross-compiled compiler such as solc-js [21]. With this, the source verification could be

fully-client side and directly within the browser.

4.4 Standardization verification process

Once a smart contract’s source code is known, we must ensure that its source is a

correct implementation of the standard.

Suppose we want to verify that a contract with the verified source SRC is a valid

implementation of an SSC, which has its bytecode SBC and source code SSRC stored

on-chain.

1. Check if SRC is a proxy that delegates the call to the SBC_ADDRESS, being capable of

pre-defining parameters. In which case, it corresponds to a valid parametrization

implementation. Furthermore, here the process takes all the parameters it's defining

for the call to later give them to the user (e.g: if defining on proxy the parameter

‘PRICE’ as ‘20’, then the user would receive {“price”: 20} after the successful

verification).

2. Check if its a valid code injection, for which:

a. Check if there are out-of-scope call delegations (i.e: delegateCall to addresses

not admitted by the standard). If it does, the verification isn’t successful.
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b. Check if SRC public or external functions are a subset of the SSRC public or

external functions. If it’s a strict subset, then those missing interface

implementations should be informed to the user. If it isn’t, the verification

isn’t successful.

c. For each public or external function f in SRC, verify that the annotations

made on SSRC’s equivalent function f hold for its definition.

See that the verification software performing those steps could also receive an

input which type of implementation it’s checking to avoid computing any of the steps.

Also, an on-browser experience could be possible as well for the source verification.

5 Open problems and known limitations

5.1 Proof of compiling

Create a proof that the source code SC corresponds to the bytecode BC with a more

efficient algorithm than compilation.

If the algorithm is efficient enough to be stored in a contract, then the verification

process can be done on-chain, without the need to repeat the verification on the client’s side

with a trustless alternative.

Zero-knowledge: If the proof of compiling existence holds, then its zero-knowledge

form could address verification of private source code, and therefore allowing for private

VSSCs.

Notice that private VSSCs wouldn’t be much private if the respective SSC is public.

This limitation is addressed in the following section.
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5.2 Code obfuscation

This is an old problem in cryptography. Simplifying its formulation, the problem is to

create a bytecode which cannot be reverse-engineered to get information about it, but can

work as expected.

Its solution would carry over private calls to smart contracts, encrypting the

parameters with a shared key stored in the obfuscated contract. Therefore, it can allow

permissioned contracts in a public blockchain by validating the parameter encryption’s

correctness.

The resolution of this problem allows the creation of permissioned SSCs.

6 Conclusion

We defined Standard Smart Contracts as standards that would be achieving a

business-oriented goal to promote efficient, more secure and widely documented smart

contracts. This implies a higher adoption of this technology from both parties to tackle more

real-world applications, giving remarkably lower transaction costs and democratizing high

quality software with a minimum overhead on the implementation.

Also, we sketched a client-side process which certifies the correctness of an

implementation, without having to trust any certification body and having a proof

on-demand. We called these verified standardized contracts as Verifiable Standardized

Smart Contract (VSSC).
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